Supercharge inventory management with tools to view real-time product demand and availability for smarter forecasting, helping to create a better customer experience.

**Meet demand with greater visibility**

- **Instant transaction processing**
  - Process transactions instantly with new ERP platforms that enable shipping in as soon as 2 hours.

- **Real-time order matching**
  - Improve delivery window precision for more predictable product flows that can reduce the need for inventory surplus.

- **Quick order fulfillment**
  - Use near real-time customer demand to determine inventory and fulfill orders fast.

- **Help reduce inventory costs**
  - Enhanced forecasting helps supply your store with products customers want, saving you money and optimizing shelf space.

- **Instant transaction processing**
  - Process transactions instantly with new ERP platforms that enable shipping in as soon as 2 hours.

- **Targeted forecasting**
  - Use AI-enabled insights to forecast customer demand, and tailor your inventory to serve them in new ways.

*Read how retailers and manufacturers trust blockchain to track real-time orders →*
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